
Microsoft Surface Devices for 
the New Era of Healthcare
Reimagine virtual care and transform the patient 
journey with modern devices.



Digital transformation in healthcare
New innovations are driving digital transformation in healthcare, from virtual patient consultations and 
digital hospital rounds to hybrid deployment and stronger cybersecurity for patient data protection.

As a result, the industry is seeing a drastic shift in how workers collaborate with teammates and connect with 
patients. To make the most of these changes, healthcare staff need scalable technology solutions that enable 
seamless communication with team members and patients, easy reviewing of information and protection for 
important documents.

Let’s take a look at how versatile devices from Microsoft Surface help front-line healthcare workers thrive 
during this era of digital transformation.



A complete solution for wherever you work
Whether they take shape in a hospital, a virtual care environment or a conference room, 
healthcare workflows are busy. And, in the new era of healthcare, it’s never been more vital for 
your workforce to have the right tools to get their jobs done flexibly from anywhere.

The good news: Microsoft Surface created a complete portfolio of modern devices to support 
your evolving workflows. 

Meeting the unique demands of your healthcare roles just got a whole lot simpler. 



Superior hardware for superior collaboration
Dated office equipment makes it difficult to provide a modern experience for both patients and 
employees — and the thought of an upgrade can be daunting. But the benefits are worth it: Modern 
hardware makes it easier for care staff to collaborate with features such as crystal-clear meeting audio, 
reliable calling and intuitive applications.

Built with the resiliency needs of healthcare organizations and their dynamic teammates in mind, 
Microsoft Surface® devices feature high-performance hardware that streamlines workflows, reduces the 
burden on IT, and supports patient and data confidentiality.

By adopting future-ready devices, you’ll be able to communicate more effectively with teammates and 
patients and simplify your busy workdays.



Get ready to embrace Autopilot.
Imagine being able to deploy and manage devices from anywhere.

With zero-touch Autopilot deployment on Surface devices, you’ll unlock fully modern management. In concert 
with cloud policies, your IT team can quickly deploy, manage and maintain devices, making implementation 
painless and straightforward — even in hybrid and remote settings.

Key benefits include: 

• Ability to manage your IT environment remotely
• Reduced complexity and costs 
• Retained Solid-State Drives (SSDs) to ensure data privacy and compliance
• Improved repair processes

Above all, Windows® Autopilot reduces workday disruption and shortens IT help desk call times, so staff can work 
more efficiently and stay focused on patients. 



Chip-to-cloud security
The shift to virtual care has made healthcare 
one of the biggest targets for cyberattacks. 
Patient information, medical devices, 
outdated technology vulnerabilities and an 
increasing reliance on remote network access 
all give cybercriminals more opportunities to 
attempt their next attack.

Safeguarding healthcare data with cloud-
based security has never been more critical. 
But, the high performance and multi-layered 
protection of Surface devices includes built-
in, chip-to-cloud security that shores up 
your cyberdefense and safeguards patient 
information.

Organizations that use Surface devices report 
reduced security incidents, thanks to features 
such as:  

• Protection from chip to cloud
• Easy and secure sign-in
• Minimized risk 

Trusted technology solutions from Insight 
and Microsoft Surface work together to 
defend against cyberattacks and meet privacy, 
security and compliance requirements.



Your trusted technology partner
As healthcare organizations seek opportunities to thrive in a digitally transformed world, Insight unlocks 
their full potential with technology solutions that enhance the patient experience without putting 
essential data at risk, including Microsoft Surface® devices.

We’ll help you reimagine healthcare with transformative technology. Talk with an Insight expert today to 
see which Microsoft® Surface solutions are best for your organization.



About Insight 
Insight Enterprises, Inc. is a Fortune 500 solutions integrator helping organizations 

accelerate their digital journey to modernize their business and maximize the value of 

technology. Insight’s technical expertise spans cloud and edge-based transformation 

solutions, with global scale and optimization built on 33+ years of deep partnerships with 

the world’s leading and emerging technology providers.


